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Abstract 
For hundreds of years, there has been much kind of philosophies on education, based on various models of study. In modern 
times, people interested in education and continue to explore the different philosophies on education and their impact on learning. 
Every educational philosophy covers the aim and functions of the education according to their philosophies as Montessori 
Method. In education there is a strong relation between focusing the attention and appropriate learning environment with course 
materials. Physical conditions of education buildings are one of the most important factors which are effective on the education. 
In the study; how and in which extent schools which use the Montessori system reflect their educational principles to their 
physical and learning environments and what the effects of the reflection on the students were discussed. Therefore, in the study 
three schools were selected from Amsterdam, Delft and Utrecht cities of Holland. In research, existing physical conditions and 
spatial features of the schools were determined by using observation technique and interviewed with directors or teachers of each 
school. At the end of the study, through literature and acquired knowledge, some design criteria was generated for educative 
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1. Introduction  
Education is a multi-dimensional phenomenon so that it progresses under the effect of so many factors. On the 
other hand learning is a complex activity that tests students' motivation and physical condition. Teaching resources, 
teachers' skill and curriculum play a vital role in a child's education. In addition, there is another important factor that 
the physical condition and design of the school building have an important effect on the teaching and learning 
process (Samad and Macmillan, 2005; Lyons, 2001). There are several studies about relation between learning 
rformance (Lyons, 2001; Hale, 2002; Olson and Kellum, 2003; Hunter, 2006; 
Hertzberger, 2008; Vandier, 2011).  These studies show that the quality of physical environment significantly affects 
child achievement, attendance, well- etc. Hale (2002) found out pupils in classrooms with large 
windows, natural lighting, and well-designed skylights performed 19 to 26% better than their peers in classrooms 
without these features. Hunter (2006) put forth that the inoperative heating system, inadequate ventilation, and poor 
lighting, affected health and learning as well as the morale of students and staff (Quoted in Vandier, 2011). Olson 
and Kellum (2003) emphasizes that good qualities of lighting, planning, indoor air quality, acoustics, healthy 
building materials, and the use of renewable energy benefited student achievement.  
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Learning can take place in a variety of settings, as; ho  but schools are the most 
important settings. Therefore, it is important to provide an appropriate sphere for learning. Different educational 
approaches require different architectural forms to support them; thus, school design and construction should match 
with the educational philosophy of the school. In this study; how and in which extent schools which use the 
Montessori system reflect their educational principles to their physical and learning atmosphere and what the effects 
of the reflection on the students were discussed.  
2.  Montessori education system  
Montessori education is an educational approach developed by Italian physician and educator Maria Montessori. 
Montessori education is practiced in an estimated 20,000 schools worldwide, serving children from birth to eighteen 
years old (URL 1). This philosophy was dominated by the principle of individual self-guided activity and child-
centered approach. Her ideas generated not only new didactic materials but also valuable concepts for the design and 
organization of living space for children (Borrelbach, 2009). Montessori system is different from anti-authoritarian 
systems where it is left up to the children to decide what to do. It attempts to make abstract knowledge more 
concrete, more applicable in practice and more physical. The method seeks mainly to make the school more part of 
the world and therefore more accessible (Hertzberger, 2008). Montessori education is characterized by an emphasis 
on inde
characteristic of Montessori classrooms is as the below (Hertzberger, 2008, Lopata and et al., 2005; URL 2); 
 In a classroom there are mixed age pupils, age range across three years. 
 Specialized educational materials developed by Montessori and her collaborators. 
 Everything which is used by pupils is arranged openly and invitingly. 
 In Montessori System many different activities take place simultaneously. 
 In Montessori philosophy every child is unique, so each c  Child is allowed to 
choose activities,  and needs at 
that moment. 
 There is a constructivist or "discovery" model, where pupils learn concepts from working with materials, rather 
than by direct instruction. 
 
children come for help and show their work, classrooms are arranged  
group learning.  
 Work time is uninterrupted blocks. 
Montessori Method called for free activity within a "prepared environment", meaning an educational 
environment can create spaces matching the needs of children at different ages. The function of the environment is to 
allow the child to develop independence in all areas according to his or her inner psychological directives (Standing, 
1957). Thus, in this pedagogy learn , inviting and filled with 
Seldin and Epstein, 2003). According to Montessori; intellectual curiosity, 
excitement and discovery require a continual interaction between child and its environment. This interaction creates 
conditions for children to develop their abilities from their own interests. To create an environment appropriate for 
children, Montessori ordered special cabinets, shelves, chairs, and tables which children could carry around 
effortlessly. Equipments, architecture and colors are equally geared to the needs and potential of children, and open 
up spaces for autonomous movement. Montessori describes her inte  (Borrelbach, 
2009). This type of classrooms are comfortable, allow a maximum amount of independence and give children rights 
to what he wants, of course in some limitations.  
3. Three Montessori school examples from Holland 
In the study three Montessori schools were selected. The schools are located in Amsterdam, Delft and Utrecht. In 
the selection of schools, it was paid attention that schools have to have a distinguishable and unique address, be 
listed in the databases, and have sufficient data.  
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3.1. De Eilande Montessori School 
This primary school is located in Amsterdam, with a view over the water on two sides. It was designed by 
Herman Hertzberger and was built in 1996-2002. The school has 1.300m2 total area with multi functional area. The 
school has ground and first floor with blocks of apartments above. Between these blocks there is a space that allows 
daylight into the central hall of the school. This two-storey hall acts as a heart of the school for different activities. 
There is visual contact with this central hall from every point in the school. The staffroom is opened into the central 
hall; thus, teachers can keep an eye on what is happening in the rest of the school. The classrooms are separated from 
the corridor by large sliding doors, which can be opened up; so that, the school consists of one large articulated 
space. There is transitional area between the corridor and the classroom that give opportunity to pupils to work 
individually or in small groups (See figure 1). The horizontal window on the corridor side of the classroom is used as 
a display area for the students work. Thus every classroom can individualize their appearance.  
 
       
Fig. 1. De Eilande Montessori School in Amsterdam  
3.2. Delft Montessori School 
The Montessori School in Delft was designed by Herman Hertzberger, was built in 1960-1966 and some 
extension and renovation were done in 1968-1970, 1977-1981, 2007-2009. This primary school has 1.700 m2 total 
areas with extensions. The building has a pre-primary class, a music and sport hall, an art atelier and a multi 
functional room. School was design as one storey building. All the places in the school afford learning. The corridors 
were design as a learning street where pupils can study individually or in a group. The classrooms were arranged 
around a central hall rather than a horizontal corridor. Instead of mono-block spaces, classrooms were design as L-
shaped, articulated space. Therefore this form of the classroom provides flexibility, variability for different activities. 
In the classroom, each setting can be organized to support individual, one-to-one, and small group activities. Thus, 
pupils study individually on one side of the classroom without distracting the activities occurring in the other 
settings. There are special display areas pupils can display the things they have made, 
without fear of their things being destroyed and also that give opportunity to pupil for showing his own identity to 
the rest of the school.   In the central point of the school hall there is brick podium block that is used for both formal 
assemblies and spontaneous gatherings (See figure 2).  
 
       
Fig. 2. Delft Montessori School  
3.3. Montessori Arcade School  
The Montessori Arcade School was designed by VenhoevenCS and was built in 2005 in Utrecht. 7100 m2 area of 
the building is used by Montessori Arcade School, a primary school, a day nursery, a playgroup, a sports centre, a 
youth welfare centre and a community centre. The three looks like a spaceship, and also 
exterior covered material of the building supports this characteristic. Instead of long and narrow corridors as in 
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traditional schools, the corridors are wide and give opportunity to alternative uses and work as a learning space. 
Glass sliding doors provide a transparent crossing between corridor and classrooms. Classrooms are arranged as 
small group areas where pupils can study individually or in a team (See figure 3).  
 
    
Fig. 3. Montessori Arcade School  
4. Suggestions for design of Montessori school architecture and conclusion  
Through literature and acquired knowledge from the observing of selected schools, some design criteria was 
generated for school buildings g according to Montessori idea (See table 1). 
According to this model, children need to explore, manipulate, experiment, observe and to learn by doing. Thus, 
school design should provide opportunities for pupils to do these kinds of activities.  Rather than traditional 
rectangular and unarticulated classroom which has a row and column order, it should be designed as an articulated 
space and organized as small groups, so that pupils can work on different issues on their own or in different groups 
at the same time, observe what others doing, learn from one another, be motivated to learn and make interpersonal 
relationships. In articulated conditions every part of the classroom should be visible from other parts thus, teachers 
can control the pupils.  There is also another important point; in Montessori classes there are three levels age, 
because of that design of classroom should be match with child needs at that particular age. Child can feel belonging 
to his class-school if he is allowed to personalize his environment. That is why classrooms can allow maximum 
amount of independence to realize this as; special   
The corridors  only provide connection between the classrooms and other school units. They can provide 
places where pupils can walk around, have a rest, socialize and also study. The corridor should be designed for 
different activities; so that, pupils can choice activity area according to what they want to do at that moment.  
Table1.  
Design criteria  Description  Example Physical Environments  
Articulated 
classrooms 
Clearly identifying the 
space for its operation  with  
small group arrangement  
     
 
Learning street 
Designing corridors as 
learning space and 
stimulating curiosity for 
learning 
    
Outdoor 
learning space  
Relation between indoor 
and outdoor learning space 
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Social spaces 
Providing inviting spaces 
for pupils to make social 
interaction with each other 
    
Personalized 
environment 
Giving opportunities  to 
children for personalizing 
their environment 
   
Anthropometric 
design 
Matching with child needs 
at that particular age 
    
 
The external learning sphere pupils and their thinking, thus 
students can explore the nature in the real world. Designer should relate the indoor and outdoor learning space and 
create open learning areas in the outdoor. Rather than learning from books, outdoor environment should give 
opportunity to the students for observing outer environment directly. So a testing ground for projects relating to 
, an 
 
Social spaces in the school allow pupils to contact with each other; thus, they started to become socialized. This 
socializing encourage children to join community as an individual, help them to be self-confidence and self-
expression accordingly; these are affect ievement, too.  
Another important thing; administers and educators should join the design process, and discuss the vision, scope 
 
This study presented the relation between the Montessori Education System and physical learning environment. 
Considering explanations about physical environment and learning, it is possible to say that if essential physical 
conditions are provided in education buildings, pupils  learning performance can be increased and also every 
educational philosophy need special environment for their education system.  So that alternative suggestions are put 
forth about the appropriate learning environment for Montessori Schools. Studies continue on developing the design 
criteria for other educational philosophies.          
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